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Classes of Timed Automata and the Undeidability ofUniversalityArnaldo V. Moura and Guilherme A. Pintofarnaldo,guialbug�i.uniamp.brAbstratUniversality for deterministi Timed Automata (TA) is PSPACE-omplete but beomeshighly undeidable when unrestrited nondeterminism is allowed. More preisely, universalityfor nondeterministi TA is �11-hard and it is still open whether it is �11-omplete. It is in-teresting to note that the entire arithmetial hierarhy is ontained in this omputability gapbetween determinism and nondeterminism. In this paper we onsider three types of syntatialrestritions to nondeterministi TA, whih may ontribute to a better understanding of theuniversality problem for TA. For the �rst two types, whih are of independent interest, the uni-versality problem is shown to be �11-omplete. For the third one, universality is �01-omplete,whih is the same as saying that the omplementary problem is omplete in the reursivelyenumerable lass. We also show that all the restritions de�ne proper sublasses of the lass oftimed languages de�ned by nondeterministi TA; and establish the relationships between thelasses.1 IntrodutionIn [1℄, the universality problem for deterministi and nondeterministi Timed Automata(TA) were shown to be, respetively, PSPACE-omplete and �11-hard. The authors also re-ported [1, p.217℄ that the latter problem resisted being shown �11-omplete. In this paper,we onsider restritions giving rise to lasses of nondeterministi TA for whih the univer-sality problem is positioned lower in the hierarhy, while still maintaining undeidability.We are not aware of previous work on the degree of undeidability of universality for TA,besides [1℄. The degree of undeidability of the reahability problem, for generalizations ofTA and for hybrid systems, was investigated in [2, 3, 11℄.Universality for a nondeterministi TA A has a �12 de�nition, 8�9r['(A; �; r)℄, where thefuntion variables � and r are interpreted, respetively, as timed words and runs of A overtimed words, exatly as in the natural de�nition of the universality problem. The prediate'(A; �; r) asserts arithmetially (i.e., with quanti�ers only over number variables) that \ris an aepting run of A over �". The question whether or not universality is �11-ompletean be viewed, in this approah, as whether or not we an get rid of the quanti�er 9r, andassert arithmetially that \there is an aepting run r of A over �".We onsider general properties of in�nitary automata, for whih the desired arithmetialassertion follows more naturally. Three of them are listed below. Given a TA A and a timedword �: 1



2 A. V. Moura and G. A. Pinto1. If a run r of A over � is aepting, then it makes only �nitely many nondeterministitransitions;2. If q is a �nal loation appearing in�nitely often in some aepting run r of A over �,then any �nite run of A over �, ending in q, is a pre�x of some (aepting) run of Aover �, repeating q in�nitely often;3. If there is a run r of A over �, then r is aepting.These properties an be enfored by syntatial restritions and still do not lead todeidability of universality. In Setions 3 and 4, we de�ne, respetively, almost deterministiTA and pae marker TA, whih orrespond to properties (1) and (2), respetively. We showthat universality for these types of TA is �11-omplete. In Setion 5, we onsider property(3) and de�ne �nal TA. This property atually leads to a �01 de�nition and universality for�nal TA is shown to be �01-omplete. This last result, in partiular, show that the highundeidability of universality for nondeterministi TA is not exatly due to the \timed"part of the automata, or to the unrestrited nondeterminism, but to a ombination of themwith the traditional aeptane onditions.In Setion 7 we establish the relationships between the lasses of timed languages de-�ned by deterministi, �nal, almost deterministi and pae marker TA. We present a timedlanguage for eah possible intersetion of these lasses, and show that all three lasses areproper sublasses of the lass of timed languages de�ned by nondeterministi TA. Fromthe perspetive of expressiveness, almost deterministi TA and pae marker TA seem, in-tuitively, muh less expressive than nondeterministi TA. Therefore, it would be somehowsurprising if universality for nondeterministi TA turns out to be �11-omplete also. On theother hand, it would be even more surprising if the problem were shown to be �12-omplete,for this is the degree of undeidability of the universality problem for nondeterministi!-Turing mahines [4℄ and for reursive in�nite-state !-automata [15℄, whih are, also in-tuitively, very muh more expressive. The problem may also not be in �11, and not beomplete for �12.2 PreliminariesFor the sake of ompleteness, we reall the de�nitions of TA and of the arithmetial andanalytial hierarhies. A timed word �, over a �nite alphabet of symbols �, is a pair (�; � )where � = �1�2 � � � is a sequene of symbols in �, and � = �1�2 � � � is a stritly inreasingsequene of time values �i 2 R>0 , where for all i there is j > i suh that �j > i. Let �tdenote the set of all timed words over �.Given a �nite set X of lok variables, a lok onstraint Æ over X is de�ned indutivelyby Æ := x �  jx �  j :Æ j Æ1 ^ Æ2, where x 2 X and  is a positive rational onstant. Theset of all lok onstraints over X is denoted by �(X). A lok interpretation � for X is afuntion from X to R�0 . For t 2 R, we write � + t for the lok interpretation whih mapsevery lok x to �(x) + t. A lok interpretation � for X satis�es a lok onstraint Æ overX if Æ evaluates to true when eah lok x is replaed by �(x) in Æ.



Undeidability of Universality for Timed Automata 3A timed B�uhi automaton (TBA) is a tuple A = h�; Q;Q0;X; T; F i, where: � is a �nitealphabet of symbols; Q is a �nite set of loations; Q0 � Q is a set of start loations; F � Qis a set of aepting loations; X is a �nite set of loks; T � Q�Q����(X)� 2X is aset of transitions.A state sequene r of A is a pair (q; �), where q = q0q1q2 � � � is a sequene of loationsin Q and � = �0�1�2 � � � is a sequene of lok interpretations for X. A state sequener = (q; �) of A is a run of A over a timed word � = (�; �) if: q0 2 Q0, and �0(x) = 0for all x 2 X; and for all i � 1, there is a transition e = hqi�1; qi; �i; Æ; �i 2 T suh that,(�i�1 + �i � �i�1) satis�es Æ, and �i(x) = 0 if x 2 �, otherwise �i(x) = �i�1(x) + �i � �i�1.Given a run r = (q; �) over a timed word �, let inf(r) be the set of loations appearingin�nitely often in r. The run r is aepting if inf(r) \ F 6= ;. The language L(A) aeptedby A is the set of all timed words � suh that A has an aepting run over �. Finally, denoteby T BA the lass of all languages aepted by some TBA.Given a TBA A = h�; Q;Q0;X; T; F i, a loation q 2 Q is deterministi if given any twodistint transitions hq; q01; a; Æ1; �1i and hq; q02; a; Æ2; �2i in T , Æ1 ^ Æ2 is unsatis�able. TheTBA A is deterministi (DTBA) if jQ0j = 1 and all loations in Q are deterministi. A TBAA = h�; Q;Q0;X; T; F i is said omplete if given any q 2 Q, a 2 � and lok interpretation�, there is a transition hq; q01; a; Æ1; �1i 2 T suh that � satis�es Æ1.2.1 Segments and ConatenationWe give the natural de�nitions for segments and for onatenation of timed words, whihwill be needed in the proofs. Given a timed word �, its pre�x of length i, i � 1, is denotedby �i.Given � = (�; �), �[i) denotes the timed word whih is the suÆx of � from the i-thposition on, with time values adjusted. Formally, �[i) = (�0; � 0) where � 0̀ = �`+i�1; � 0̀ =�`+i�1 � �i�1, ` � 1 and �0 = 0. Given � = (�; �) and j; k > 0, �[j;k℄ denotes the �nitetimed word whih is the segment of � from position j to position k, inlusive. Formally,�[j;k℄ = �0k�j+1 where �0 = �[j). If k < j, then �[j;k℄ is the empty timed word. Given a �nitetimed word � of length i and a timed word �0, �00 = � � �0 denotes their onatenation, thatis �00i = � and �00[i+1) = �0.Analogous de�nitions hold for �nite state sequenes, segments and onatenation forstate sequenes.2.2 The Arithmetial and Analytial HierarhiesWe reall only a few de�nitions. A omprehensive introdution to hierarhies of undeid-ability an be found in [13℄.A relation H � N 2 is reursive if there is a Turing mahine whih, for any hx1; x2i givenas input, stops and aepts i� hx1; x2i 2 H. The �rst existential level of the arithmetialhierarhy oinides with the reursively enumerable sets, that is, S 2 �01 i� there is areursive relation H suh that S = fx 2 N j 9nH(n; x)g, where H(n; x) means hn; xi 2 H.The �rst universal level is, then, �01 where S 2 �01 i� S 2 �01. Equivalently, a set S belongsto �01 i� there is a reursive relation H suh that S = fx 2 N j 8nH(n; x)g.



4 A. V. Moura and G. A. PintoLet F denote the set of funtions from N to N. A relation H � F j � N 2 is reursiveif there is a Turing mahine with j orales whih, for any hx1; x2i given as input, stopsand aepts, using orales f1; f2; : : : ; fj , i� hf1; f2; : : : ; fj; x1; x2i 2 H. The �rst levels ofthe analytial hierarhy are: �11 where S 2 �11 i� there is a reursive relation H suhthat S = fx 2 N j 9f8nH(f; n; x)g, where f is a funtion variable and n is a numbervariable; �11 = fS � N jS 2 �11g; and S 2 �12 i� there is a reursive relation H suh thatS = fx 2 N j 8f9g8nH(f; g; n; x)g, where f and g are funtion variables and n is a numbervariable.Given two sets A;B � N, A an be redued to B, written A �m B, if there is a reursivef : N ! N, suh that x 2 A i� f(x) 2 B. Let C � 2N . A set S � N is C-hard if for allR 2 C, R �m S; and S is C-omplete if S is C-hard and S 2 C.2.3 Universality for T BAWe now show that universality for TA has a �12 de�nition. Let B0;B1; : : : be an e�etiveindexing of all TBAs. The universality problem is de�ned as the set UTBA of all indies zsuh that for all timed words �, there is an aepting run r of Bz over �. We now showthat UTBA 2 �12. First we note that it suÆes to onsider only rational timed words. Let�rt = f(�; �) 2 �t j �i is rationalg. The following lemma implies that UTBA is the set of allindies z suh that for all rational timed words �, there is an aepting run r of Bz over �.Lemma 1 Let A be a TBA. Given (�; � ) 2 �t, there is (�0; � 0) 2 �rt suh that (�; � ) 2L(A) i� (�0; � 0) 2 L(A).Proof. The intended timed word (�0; � 0) an be de�ned indutively as in the proof ofTheorem 3.17 in [1℄, see also [12℄. utNow we an map funtions to timed words and runs. Let � = fa0; a1; : : : ; ak�1g. Wean put �1 = af(0) (mod k), �2 = af(3) (mod k), and so on; and �1 = (f(1) + 1)=(f(2) + 1),�2 = (f(4) + 1)=(f(5) + 1), and so on. Hene we an take two funtions d1 : F ! �! andd2 : F ! Q ! , suh that d1(f) = � and d2(f) = � , de�ned as above. It is lear that for any� = (�; � ) in �rt, we have an f 2 F suh that d1(f) = � and d2(f) = � . Let d3 and d4be similar funtions for sequenes of loations and sequenes of lok interpretations, for agiven TBA.Theorem 1 UTBA 2 �12.Proof. Consider a Turing mahineMH1 with one orale. MH1 aepts a given pair hi; ji 2 N 2i� �j > i, where �j is obtained by onsulting the orale aording to d2. Let H1 � F � N 2be relation suh that hf; i; ji 2 H1 i� MH1 , with orale f , aepts the pair hi; ji. Consideranother Turing mahine MH2 with two orales f and g whih, given a tuple hi; j; zi 2 N 3 ,exeutes the following sequene:1. If j � i, then rejets;2. Consults the orale f , aording to d1 and d2, obtaining the �nite timed word � =(�; �)j ;



Undeidability of Universality for Timed Automata 53. Consults the orale g, aording to d3 and d4, obtaining the �nite state sequener = (q; �)j ;4. Construts Bz = h�; Q;Q0;X; T; F i;5. If r is a �nite run of Bz over �, and qj 2 F , then aepts; otherwise rejets.Take H2 � F 2 � N 3 as the relation suh that H2(f; g; i; j; z) i� MH2 aepts the tu-ple hz; i; ji, with orales f and g. We have that UTBA = fz j 8f9g [ (8i9j H1(f; i; j))) (8i9j H2(f; g; i; j; z)) ℄g. By the normal form theorem [13℄, UTBA 2 �12. ut3 Almost Deterministi TBAAlmost determinism were onsidered before for B�uhi !-automata [6, 14℄ as a means ofahieving better omplexity bounds for a probabilisti veri�ation problem. From the per-spetive of expressiveness, almost deterministi and nondeterministi B�uhi !-automatade�ne the same lass of languages. The situation is more interesting for TBA. In setion 7we show that the lass of timed languages de�ned by almost deterministi TBA lies prop-erly between T BA and DT BA. In this setion, we show that almost determinism leads to�11-ompleteness of universality.Given a TBA A = h�; Q;Q0;X; T; F i and a set S � Q, let Reah(S) � Q be the set ofloations s for whih there is a sequene s1; s2; : : : ; sk, k � 1, suh that s1 2 S, sk = s andfor every 1 � i < k there is hsi; si+1; a; Æ; �i in T . The TBA A is an almost deterministiTBA (ADTBA) if all loations in Reah(F ) are deterministi.Let A be an ADTBA. Given an orale for a funtion f enoding a rational timed word�, if there is an aepting run r = (q; �) of A over �, then, if we are given a �nite pre�xof r, (q; �)i, suh that qi 2 F , then, sine Reah(F ) is deterministi, the remainder of ris uniquely determined by �, and an be onstruted by onsulting the orale. Sine wean enode �nite state sequenes as natural numbers, we an obtain a �11 de�nition for theuniversality problem for ADTBA, UADTBA.Theorem 2 UADTBA 2 �11.Proof. Let A0;A1; : : : be an e�etive indexing of all ADTBAs. Let d5 be a onto funtionmapping numbers to �nite state sequenes. Consider a Turing mahineMH3 with one oralewhih, given a tuple hp; i; j; zi 2 N 4 , behaves as follows:1. If j � i, then rejets;2. Deodes p aording to d5 obtaining r = (q; �)k;3. Construts Az = h�; Q;Q0;X; T; F i;4. Consults the orale, aording to d1 and d2, obtaining the �nite timed word � =(�; �)k;5. If r is not a run of Az over �, or qk 62 F , then rejets;6. Consults the orale again, aording to d1 and d2, obtaining the �nite timed word�0 = (�0; � 0)k+j . Observe that � is a pre�x of �0;



6 A. V. Moura and G. A. Pinto7. Construts the unique run r0 = (q0; � 0)k+j of Az over �0, having r as a pre�x (assume,w.l.o.g., that Az is omplete);8. If q0k+j 62 F , then rejets, otherwise aepts.We have that UADTBA = fz j 8f [ (8i9j H1(f; i; j)) ) (9p8i9j H3(f; p; i; j; z)) ℄g. utIn [7℄, it is shown that the problem of deiding whether a nondeterministi Turingmahine has an in�nite omputation over the empty tape that visits its start state in�nitelyoften is �11-omplete. In [1℄, the omplement of this problem is redued to UTBA, establishingthat UTBA is �11-hard. The �11-hardness of UADTBA is orollary of this result, sine all thetimed languages needed for the redution an, atually, be aepted by an ADTBA. InSetion 5 we will modify this redution in order to show that universality for �nal TBA is�01-hard. For the sake of omparison, we reall the redution of [1℄.A nondeterministi 2-ounter mahine M onsists of a sequene of k instrutions andtwo ounters, C and D. There are 6 types of instrutions: (a) inrement C and jumpnondeterministially to instrution x or y; (b) derement C and jump nondeterministiallyto instrution x or y; () if C = 0 jump to instrution x, otherwise jump to instrutiony; (d), (e) and (f) are the same as above, exhanging D and C. A on�guration of M isa tuple (i; ; d), where  and d are the urrent ounter values, and i is the instrution tobe exeuted. A omputation of M is a sequene of related on�gurations beginning with(1; 0; 0). A omputation is reurring i� instrution 1 is exeuted in�nitely often. De�ne thetimed language L over the alphabet fb1; b2; : : : ; bk; a1; a2g suh that (�; �) 2 L i�:1. � = bi1a11 ad12 bi2a21 ad22 : : : , where (i1; 1; d1)(i2; 2; d2) : : : is a reurring omputationof M ;2. for all j � 1:(a) bij ours at time j;(b) if j+1 = j , then for all a1 at time t 2 (j; j + 1) there is an a1 at time t+ 1;() if j+1 = j + 1, then for all a1 at time t 2 (j + 1; j + 2) there is an a1 at timet� 1, exept for the last one;(d) if j+1 = j � 1, then for all a1 at time t 2 (j; j + 1) there is an a1 at time t+ 1,exept for the last one;(e) the same onditions as in (b), () and (d), exhanging a2 and a1, and exhangingd and .The omplementary language L an be de�ned as a �nite disjuntion of several simpletimed languages, whih an all be aepted by ADTBAs. The disjoint union of all theseADTBAs is universal i� M does not have a reurring omputation [12℄. One exampleof these languages is the following. Suppose instrution 6 is of type (d). Then, L mustontain the language G1 = f(�; �) j 9i9j9k; i < j < k; �i = b6; �j 6= a1; �j � �i < 1; �k =a1; �k � �j = 1g. The ADTBA C1 in Fig. 1 aepts L(C1) = G1. In the �gures, thetransitions are labeled with \�; Æ; �", meaning � = �, Æ = true or � = ;, when omitted.



Undeidability of Universality for Timed Automata 7
C2 a1; x = 1C1 a1; x = 1b6; fxgb6; fxg :a1; x < 1; fxg:a1; x < 1; fxg:bk :bk :bk:bk bkFigure 1: Two examples of the TA needed for showing hardness of universality4 Pae Marker TBAInformally, we all \pae marker" an automaton in whih any transition from a �nal loationmust be unonstrained and targeted to a loation having an unonstrained loop transition.In this setion we show that this leads to the property (2), mentioned in the Introdution,allowing a �11 de�nition for universality.A TBA A = h�; Q;Q0;X; T; F i is a pae marker TBA (PMTBA) if for all hq; q0; a; Æ; �i 2T , if q 2 F , then Æ = true, � = X and for all b 2 �, hq; q0; b; Æ; �i 2 T and hq0; q0; b; Æ; �i 2 T .Let A be a PMTBA, and r = (q; �) be a run of A over some �, suh that there isi < j and qi = qj, qi 2 F , qi 2 inf(r). Note that, then, by onstrution, for all x 2 X,�j+1(x) = 0. It is easy to see that the following run r0 is also a run of A over � whereqi 2 inf(r): r0 = (q0; � 0), where q0k = qj+1 and � 0k = �j+1 if i+1 � k � j+1; and, otherwise,q0k = qk and � 0k = �k. That is, r0 follows r until the i-th transition, goes to qj+1 and staysthere \marking pae" until the (j + 1)-th symbol of �, when then it resumes following r.The next theorem shows that UPMTBA 2 �11. Consider the following proedure forverifying whether a given rational timed word � is aepted by a TBA A, if we are givena �nal loation s: onsulting an orale for a funtion f enoding �, simulate all possible�nite runs of A over � until some run �nite r1 reahes a state hs;�i; then start simulatingall possible �nite runs of A over the remainder of �, having r1 as pre�x, until some run r2reahes a state hs;�i; and so on. If we an reah a state hs;�i in�nitely often, then � isaepted by A. Clearly, this proedure is sound but not omplete for TBAs. The theoremuses the property of the last paragraph to show that this proedure is sound and ompletefor PMTBA.Theorem 3 UPMTBA 2 �11.Proof. Let A0;A1; : : : be an e�etive indexing of all PMTBAs. Consider a Turing mahineMH4 with one orale whih, for hs; i; j; zi 2 N 4 , behaves as follows:1. Construts Az = h�; Q;Q0;X; T; F i;2. Consults the orale, aording to d1 and d2, obtaining the �nite timed word � = (�; � )j ;3. Sets S = fhq; �i j q 2 Q0g, and sets k = 0;4. For ` varying from 1 to j exeutes:



8 A. V. Moura and G. A. Pinto� Sets S0 = fhq0; � 0i j there is hq; �i 2 S and there is hq; q0; �`; Æ; �i 2 T suh that,(�+�`��`�1) satis�es Æ, and � 0(x) = 0 if x 2 �, otherwise � 0(x) = �(x)+�`��`�1;� If there is some hs;�i 2 S0, then sets k = k + 1 and sets S = fhs; �sig, wherehs; �si if the �rst hs;�i in S0, for some �xed order; else sets S = S0;5. If S has only one hs;�i and k = i, then aepts; otherwise rejets.We have that UPMTBA = fz j 8f [ (8i9j H1(f; i; j)) ) (9s8i9j H4(f; s; i; j; z)) ℄g. If Az hasan aepting run r = (q; �) over the timed word � enoded by f , then s is any loationin inf(r) \ F . Assume that for some i, there is j suh that H4(f; s; i; j; z). We need toshow that the existene of r implies that there will, neessarily, be a j0 for i + 1 suh thatH4(f; s; i+ 1; j0; z).Let r0 = (q0; � 0)j be the run followed by MH4 for the tuple hf; s; i; j; zi. Consider any mand n, j < m < n, suh that qm = qn = s. Then Az has the following run r00 over �[1;n℄:r00 = (q00; � 00)n, where q00k = qm+1 and � 00k = �m+1 if j + 1 � k � m+ 1; q00k = q0k and � 00k = � 0kif 0 � k � j; and, otherwise, q00k = qk and � 00k = �k. Therefore, j < j0 � n. utThe �11-hardness of UPMTBA is also a orollary of the result in [1℄, sine again all theneeded timed languages an be aepted by PMTBAs. The automaton C1 in Fig. 1, forexample, is also a PMTBA. The only detail one should note is that the language L6 de�nedin Setion 7, whih asserts that the omputation of the 2-ounter mahine is not reurring,annot be aepted by a PMTBA. Nevertheless, this language is atually not needed. Theproblem of asserting that a nondeterministi Turing mahine has an in�nite omputation(not neessarily reurring) over the empty tape an also be shown �11-omplete.We lose this setion noting that when a PMTBA A is marking pae it is atuallyinsensitive to the symbols and their ourrene times. The next lemma, whih will be usedin Setion 7, an be easily proved.Lemma 2 Given a PMTBA A = h�; Q;Q0;X; T; F i, a timed word � 2 L(A), and a naturalk, if there is a run r = (q; �) of A over �, suh that qk 2 F and qk 2 inf(r), then for all 2 �t, if [1;k℄ = �[1;k℄, then for all i > k; there is j > i suh that [1;j℄ � �[j+1) 2 L(A).5 Final TBANote that, given a TBA A = h�; Q;Q0;X; T; F i, if some syntatial restrition impliesproperty (3) of the Introdution, that any run is aepting, then learly the TBA B =h�; Q;Q0;X; T;Qi has L(B) = L(A). That is, the aeptane ondition in A is, atually,useless for distinguishing runs. We say that a TBA A = h�; Q;Q0;X; T; F i is a �nal TBA(FTBA) if F = Q.Let us note that all three syntatial restritions onsidered in this paper are not of a\timed" nature. Final TBA, in partiular, are preisely the timed safety automata studiedin [9, 8℄, whih are TA without aeptane onditions. While in [9, 8℄ the interest was inthe expressiveness of time safety automata, here we fous on the universality problem and,in this setion, we show that universality for FTBAs is �01-omplete.



Undeidability of Universality for Timed Automata 9On the one hand, this shows that universality for timed safety automata is still unde-idable; on the other hand, that the high undeidability of universality for nondeterministiTBAs does not ome from a ombination of the \timed" part of the automata with unre-strited nondeterminism, but to a ombination of them with aeptane onditions.To show ontainment of UFTBA in �01 we need only note that, given an FTBA A, if atimed word � 62 L(A), then there is i suh that there is no run of A over �[1;i℄. This isbeause the runs of A over � take the form of a �nite number of �nitely branhing trees.Thus, if for all i, there is a run of A over �[1;i℄, then there must be an in�nite run of A over�, whih must be aepting sine A is an FTBA.Theorem 4 UFTBA 2 �01.Proof. Let A0;A1; : : : be an e�etive indexing of all FTBAs. Let d6 be a onto funtionmapping numbers to �nite timed words. Consider a Turing mahine MH5 whih, given atuple hi; zi 2 N 2 , behaves as follows:1. Deodes i aording to d6 obtaining � = (�; �)k;2. Construts Az = h�; Q;Q0;X; T;Qi;3. Simulate Az over �. If there is a run of Az over �, aepts; otherwise, rejets.Then UFTBA = fz j 8iH5(i; z)g. utInformally, we an say that the �11-hardness of UTBA, UADTBA and UPMTBA, is due tothe fat that these automata an reognize any timed word whih does not represent anin�nite omputation of a 2-ounter mahine. An FTBA annot, of ourse, do this beauseUFTBA 2 �01. Nevertheless, an FTBA an reognize any timed word whih does not representa halting omputation of a 2-ounter mahine.Theorem 5 UFTBA is �01-hard.Proof. For any C 2 �01, there is a reursive HC suh that C = fx 2 N j 9nHC (n; x)g. Givenx 2 N we onstrut an FTBA Ax suh that Ax is universal i� x 62 C.Let Mx be a Turing mahine (not neessarily nondeterministi) whih stops, over theempty tape, i� x 2 C. This mahine need only simulate MHC over hi; xi for inreasingvalues of i, stopping if MHC aepts for some i.The mahine Mx an be simulated by a 2-ounter Turing mahine whih is as desribedis Setion 3, with the addition of one type of instrution: (g) halt. A halting omputationof this mahine is a sequene of related on�gurations ending in a on�guration with theinstrution halt. Assume w.l.o.g. that only the last instrution of the sequene of k instru-tions an be of type (g). De�ne the timed language L over the alphabet fb1; b2; : : : ; bk; a1; a2gsuh that (�; �) 2 L i�:1. � = bi1a11 ad12 bi2a21 ad22 : : : binan1 adn2 : : : , and (i1; 1; d1)(i2; 2; d2) : : : (in; n; dn) is a halt-ing omputation of Mx (thus, in = k);2. for all j � n, onditions (a) to (d), as in Setion 3, hold.



10 A. V. Moura and G. A. PintoIt an be shown that the language L an be de�ned as a �nite disjuntion of timed languageswhih an all be aepted by FTBAs. As an example, the analog of language G1, inSetion 3, is G2 = f(�; �) j 9i9j9k9`; i < j < k < `; �i = b6; �j 6= a1; �j � �i < 1; �k =a1; �k � �j = 1; �` = bkg, whih is aepted by the FTBA C2 in Fig. 1. All the otherneessary languages are of a similar nature and are analogs of the languages in [12℄. utWe lose this setion with the following lemma, whose proof is straightforward, whihwill be used in Setion 7.Lemma 3 Given a FTBA A, if a timed word � 62 L(A), then there is k, suh that for all 2 �t, �[1;k℄ �  62 L(A).6 Closure PropertiesThe lasses ADT BA, PMT BA and FT BA are losed under union and intersetion, butnot under omplementation. Given a set fC1; C2; : : : ; Ckg of ADTBAs (resp. PMTBAs,resp. FTBAs), Ski=1 L(Ci) is aepted by the disjoint union of C1; C2; : : : ; Ck, whih is anADTBA (resp. PMTBA, resp. FTBA). For Tki=1 L(Ci), we simply note that the produtonstrution in [1, p. 197℄, when applied on C1; C2; : : : ; Ck, yields an ADTBA (resp. FTBA).For the losure under intersetion of PMT BA we need a modi�ed version of the produtonstrution, whih is given by Theorem 6 below. For the non-losure under omplemen-tation of the three lasses, we note that the omplement of the language L10 of Setion 7,whih is in the intersetion of the three lasses, annot be aepted by a TBA. The proofis similar to the one of Theorem 8. In essene, a TBA annot assert that there is no pair ofsymbols separated by exatly one time unit, beause it has a �nite number of loks, andthere may be any number of symbols in a unit time interval. See related disussion in [1℄and an alternative proof in [10℄.Theorem 6 PMT BA is losed under intersetion.Proof. Let A1 = h�; Q1; Q01;X1; T1; F1i and A2 = h�; Q2; Q02;X2; T2; F2i be two givenPMTBAs. Assume, w.l.o.g., that jF1j = jF2j = 1. Below we give a PMTBA A suh thatL(A) = L(A1)\L(A2). It will be lear that � 2 L(A)) � 2 L(A1)\L(A2). Before de�ningA, we give the intuition that the onverse will also hold.Let p 2 F1 and s 2 F2. Given � 2 L(A1) \ L(A2), take any aepting runs r1 = (q1; �1)and r2 = (q2; �2), of A1 and A2, respetively, over �. Then, there must be two loationsp0 2 Q1 and s0 2 Q2, suh that the pairs pp0 and ss0 repeat in�nitely often, respetively, inq1 and q2. Sine A1 is a PMTBA, the transition from p to p0 is unonstrained and p0 has anunonstrained loop. From the disussion in Setion 4, A1 an mark pae in p0 between anytwo ourrenes of the pair pp0 in r1. The same holds for A2, s and s0. Now let i be someindex suh that q1i = p and q1i+1 = p0. Let j > i be suh that q2j = s and q2j+1 = s0. Theremust be this j, sine the pair ss0 repeats in�nitely often in q2. Then take k > j suh thatq1k = p and q1k+1 = p0.We note that the traditional produt [1℄ of A1 and A2 does not neessarily yield aPMTBA. But, from the disussion of the last paragraph, the produt automaton (whih



Undeidability of Universality for Timed Automata 11indeed aepts L(A1) \ L(A2)) will have a run r = (q; �) over �, where qj = hp0; si andqj+1 = hp0; s0i. The A2 omponent of r follow r2. The A1 omponent of r follow r1 upto the position i, then it marks pae in p0 up to the position k, then resumes followingr1. Using these same arguments, we an see that the produt will also have another runover � where the pair hp0; sihp0; s0i repeats in�nitely often. Finally, the produt, while not aPMTBA, will be able to mark pae in hp0; s0i between any two ourrenes of this last pair.It an be formally shown that the PMTBA A = h�; Q;Q0;X; T; F i, de�ned below,aepts L(A1) \ L(A2):� Q = Q1 �Q2 � f0; 1; 2g;� Q0 = fha; b; 0i j a 2 Q10 and b 2 Q20g;� X = X1 [X2, disjoint union;� F = fhp0; s; 2ig;� e = hha; b; ii; ha0; b0; i0i; �; �; Æi 2 T i�:{ e = hhp0; s; 2i; hp0; s0; 0i;�;X; truei;{ ha; a0; �; �1; Æ1i 2 T1, hb; b0; �; �2; Æ2i 2 T2, � = �1 [ �2, Æ = Æ1 ^ Æ2, and:� i = i0 = 1; or� i = i0 = 0; or� a = p, i = 0 and i0 = 1; or� i = 1, i0 = 2, a0 = p0 and b0 = s. ut7 Relationships between the ClassesIn this setion we establish the relationships between the lasses. Theorem 7 below showsthat there is no language in (PMT BA \ FT BA) n ADT BA. Then Setion 7.1 gives alanguage for any other ombination. The relationships between the lasses is representedby Fig. 2, whih also indiates the hardness of testing for universality.Theorem 7 If L 2 (PMT BA\ FT BA), then L 2 ADT BA.Proof. Let A1 = h�; Q1; Q01;X1; T1; F1i and A2 = h�; Q2; Q02;X2; T2; F2i be, respetively aPMTBA and a FTBA, suh that L(A1) = L(A2) = L. Let G = fq 2 F1j there is � 2 L(A1)and there is a run r = (q; �) of A1 over �, suh that 8i9j; j > i; qj = qg.We will show that for the following ADTBA A = h�; Q;Q01;X1; T; F i, we have L(A) =L. Where Q = Q1[fqfg (disjoint union); F = fqfg; and T = fhq; q0; a; Æ; �ij [hq; q0; a; Æ; �i 2T1℄_ [q0 = qf ^ � = X1 ^ Æ = true^ q 2 G[ fqfg℄g. By onstrution of A, we an see that,if � 2 L(A1), then � 2 L(A). We turn to the other diretion.



12 A. V. Moura and G. A. PintoT BA (�12; �11-hard)DT BA (PSPACE-omplete)ADT BA (�11-omplete) PMT BA (�11-omplete)
FT BA (�01-omplete)

Figure 2: Relationships between lasses of timed languagesNote that any aepting run of A must pass at least one through a loation in G. Thus,if � 2 L(A), we an �nd a run r = (q; �) of A over � suh that there is a m for whih qm 2 G.But note that r[0;m℄ is, then, a �nite run of A1 over �[1;m℄.Sine qm 2 G, there is �0 2 L(A1) and there is a run r0 = (q0; � 0) of A1 over �0, suhthat 8i9j; j > i; q0j = qm. Let m0 be the smallest natural suh that q0m0 = qm. Now let�00 = �[1;m℄ � �0[m0). Sine A1 has the run r00 = r[0;m℄ � r0[m0) over �00, we have �00 2 L(A1).We now laim that � 2 L(A1). Suppose, for the sake of ontradition, that � 62 L(A1).Sine L(A1) = L(A2), and A2 is a FTBA, by Lemma 3, there is k, suh that for all  2 �t,�[1;k℄ �  62 L(A1).If k � m, we have already a ontradition, sine �00 = �[1;k℄ � �[k+1;m℄ � �0[m0). If k > m,sine �[1;m℄ = �00[1;m℄, by Lemma 2, there is ` > k, suh that �000 = �[1;`℄ � �00[`+1) 2 L(A1).Again a ontradition, sine �000 = �[1;k℄ � �[k+1;`℄ � �00[`+1). ut7.1 A Catalog of LanguagesThe following list gives a timed language for every nonempty intersetion of lasses inFig. 2. Table 1 below indiates with a \p" mark exatly the lasses in whih eah languageis ontained. For eah language, a proof that it is not ontained in a ertain lass, whenindiated in the table, an be given by a ombination of the proof ideas of Theorems 8, 9and 10, given below. For eah language, one an �nd a TA of a ertain lass, when indiatedin the table. Figure 3 gives �ve examples, where L(Ai) = Li, Li as in the list. The otherones are trivial.� L1 = �t (universal language);� L2 = f(a!; � )j9i9j; j > i; �j = �i + 1g;� L3 = f(a!; � )j8k9i9j; j > i > k; �j = �i + 1g;� L4 = f(� 2 (b+a)!; � )j8i [ (�i 2 N , �i = a) ^ ( 9j; �j = i) ^ (9j9k; 2i < �j <2i+ 1; �k = �j + 1) ℄g;� L5 = f(a!; � )j8i; �i = ig;� L6 = f(� 2 (a+ b)!; � )j9i8j; j > i) �j = bg;



Undeidability of Universality for Timed Automata 13L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9 L10 L11FTBA p p p p pPMTBA p p p p pDTBA p p p pADTBA p p p p p p p pTable 1: A atalog of timed languages� L7 = f(� 2 (b+a)!; �)j8i [ (�i 2 N , �i = a) ^ (9j; �j = i) ^ (9j9k; k > j > i; �k =�j + 1; �j = �k = b) ℄g;� L8 = f(�; �)j8i9j; j > i; �j = ag;� L9 = f(a!; � )j8i [ �i+1 � �i � 1 ^ 9j; j > i; �j+1 � �j = 1 ℄g;� L10 = f(a!; � )j9i9j; �j = �i + 1; �j < 2g;� L11 = f(a!; � )j[9i9j; �j = �i+1; �j < 2℄^ [9i((�i = 2)^(8j; j � i) �j+1 = �j+2))℄g;Theorem 8 L3 62 ADT BA.Proof. We proeed by ontradition. Assume that B = h�; Q;Q0;X; T; F i is an ADTBAand that L(B) = L3. We �rst hoose a speial timed word �2 2 L3 and take any aeptingrun r2 = (q2; �2) of B over �2; then we perturb �2 aording to r2, obtaining �3, and showthat B has a run r3 = (q3; �3) over �3, suh that q3 = q2. The ontradition is establishedwhen we note that �3 62 L3.Let n = jReah(F )j and k = jXj. Let CB be a natural onstant suh that CB > 1 andCB >  for all  2 Const(T ), where Const(T ) is the set of all onstants that appear in somelok onstraint in T . Let " < 1 be a rational onstant suh that for all  2 fConst(T )[f1ggthere is some natural m, where  = m".In order to onstrut �2 we de�ne two �nite timed words. Let p0 onsist of a sequeneof (nk + 1) a's equally distributed between CB and CB + ", that is, p0 = (ank+1; �0)nk+1,where �0i = CB + �i, for � = "=(nk + 2). The upper part of Fig. 4 illustrates p0. Given aloation ` 2 Reah(F ) and a lok interpretation �, sine Reah(F ) is deterministi, thereis at most one �nite run (q; �)nk+1 of B over p0 suh that q0 = ` and �0 = �; and, sine thereare k loks, at least ((n� 1)k+1) transitions in this run are suh that no lok is reset forthe last time on them. Furthermore, sine the value of any lok is greater than CB whenthe �rst a ours, exatly the same sequene of transitions will be taken for any �, when `is �xed. Thus, there is a �xed index j, 1 � j � (nk + 1), suh that for all ` 2 Reah(F )and for all �, no lok is reset for the last time on the j-th transition of the run over p0,starting at ` and �.Now, let p1 = (ank+2; �1)nk+2 where �1i = �0i for 1 � i � (nk + 1), and �1nk+2 = �0j + 1.Then, �2 = (a!; �2) is the in�nite onatenation of p1, as illustrated in Fig 4. Formally,for any i > 0, let id and im < (nk + 2) be naturals suh that i = id(nk + 2) + im. Thus,�2i = id�1nk+2 + �1im . De�ne �10 = 0. Clearly, �2 2 L3. Let r2 = (q2; �2) be an aepting runof B over �2. There must exist at least one suh run sine we assumed L(B) = L3. Let f
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x = 2; fxgx < 1 x < 1; fyg x < 2 x < 2 ^ y = 1A11
x > 1; fxg x = 1; fxgx = 1fxg fxgfxg

fxg x = 1; fxgx > 1; fxg
a; x = 1; fxgb; x < 1b; x < 1; fyg a; x = 1; fxgb; x < 1a; x = 1; fxg b; x < 1b; x < 1 ^ y = 1

A3
A9
A7

b; x < 1 b; x < 1b; x < 1; fyg a; x = 1; fxgA4 b; x < 1 b; x < 1a; x = 1; fxg b; x < 1; fyg
Figure 3: Some examples of Timed Automatabe the smallest natural suh that fm = 0 and q2f 2 Reah(F ). Note that r2 is deterministifrom the f -th transition on. Also, for every natural i, if i � f and im = 0 then for everylok x 2 X either x is not reset in the (i + j)-th transition of r2, or x is reset in the(i+ j0)-th transition of r2, for some j0, j < j0 < nk+2. Informally, this property makes therun r2 insensitive to small perturbations in the ourrene times �2i , for i > f and im = 0.We now obtain �3 by perturbing �2.Let �3 = (a!; �3) be de�ned by letting �3i = �2i � �=2 if i > f and im = 0, otherwise�3i = �2i . Thus, �3 62 L3. We assume without loss of generality that B is omplete. Letr3 = (q3; �3) be the run of B over �3 suh that q3i = q2i and �3i = �2i for every i, 0 � i � f .Note that there is exatly one suh run, sine �3 equals �2 up to the f -th symbol, B isomplete and r3 must be deterministi from the f -th transition on. We laim that r3 andr2 follow exatly the same sequene of transitions, whih implies q3 = q2 [12℄. ut
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0 CB timeCB+"p0 p1 CB+1 �0j + 1 CB+1+"�2 : p1 p1 p1Figure 4: Construting the timed word �2Theorem 9 L9 62 PMT BA.Proof. We proeed by ontradition. Assume that B = h�; Q;Q0;X; T; F i is a PMTBAand that L(B) = L9. Consider the timed word �2 = (a!; �2), where 8i; �2i = i. Clearly,�2 2 L9. Let r2 = (q2; �2) be any aepting run of B over �2, and let k be any natural suhthat q2k = q, q 2 F , and suh that q repeats in�nitely often in r2.Now, let �3 = (a!; �3), where �3i = �2i�1 + 1=2, if i = q + 1; and �3i = �2i , otherwise.Then �3 62 L9, but, by Lemma 2, �3 2 L(B). utTheorem 10 L9 62 FT BA.Proof. Again by ontradition. Assume that B = h�; Q;Q0;X; T; F i is a FTBA and thatL(B) = L9. Consider the timed word �2 = (a!; �2), where 8i; �2i = 2i. Thus, �2 62 L9.Applying Lemma 3 to B and �2, there is k, suh that for all  2 �t, �2[1;k℄ �  62 L(B).But take any � 2 L9. By onstrution of �2, we have �2[1;k℄ � � 2 L9. utReferenes[1℄ R. Alur and D. Dill. A theory of timed automata. Theoretial Computer Siene,126:183{235, 1994.[2℄ E. Asarin and O. Maler. Ahilles and the tortoise limbing up the arithmetial hierar-hy. J. of Comp. and Sys. Si., 57:389{398, 1998.[3℄ O. Bournez. Ahilles and the tortoise limbing up the hyper-arithmetial hierarhy.Theoretial Computer Siene, 210:21{71, 1999.[4℄ J. Castro and F. Cuker. Nondeterministi !-omputations and the analytial hierar-hy. Zeitshr. f. math. Logik und Grundlagen d. Math., 35:333{342, 1989.[5℄ Y. Choueka. Theories of automata on !-tapes: A simpli�ed approah. Journal ofComputer and System Sienes, 8:117{141, 1974.[6℄ C. Couroubetis and M. Yannakakis. The omplexity of probabilisti veri�ation. Jour-nal of the ACM, 42(4):857{907, 1995.
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